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• AUD: Australia’s CPI monthly indicator eases from 7.4% in January to 6.8% in February, weaker than consensus 
estimate for 7.2%. The moderation supports the nascent view that YoY CPI has likely peaked in Q4 at 8.4%. 
However, core inflation remains somewhat sticky with the majority of the CPI basket items still rising especially 
in services inflation and this is expected to accelerate over the coming year. Going the other way however, 
durable goods inflation could come down more rapidly and overall, Citi analysts see material downside risk 
to their Q1 inflation forecast of 1.7% that is due for release in April. At 6.8% YoY, inflation is now close to the 
RBA’s forecast of 6.7% for June 2023, ie, headline inflation is moderating ahead of schedule. Even though there 
may be reservations about the ability to map the monthly CPI indicator to the quarterly official CPI data, Citi 
analysts now see downside risks to their forecast of 1.7% for Q1 CPI to be released in April.  

• AUD: Implications for monetary policy – Citi analysts think the CPI Indicator yesterday would have needed to 
print at 7.0% or higher to keep alive the view of a +25bp April RBA rate increase. With this criterion not being 
met, Citi analysts now expect the RBA to pause in April, keeping the cash rate target at 3.60%. That said, the 
decision is finely balanced as wages growth is likely to accelerate further, the Australian labor market is 
operating above full-employment and households could prove to be more resilient from the circa $AU300bn 
in excess savings hoarded since the pandemic. Should the RBA indeed hold the cash rate steady at 3.60%, Citi 
analysts expect the policy statement to keep optionality around possible further increases, at least until the 
details of the CPI show moderation in items where prices are a function of domestic demand. This means that in 
the near term, the RBA is likely to continue jawboning that further tightening is likely needed. But whether 
the terminal cash rate target is 3.60% or 3.85%, market pricing for rate cuts this year looks premature. It is 
highly unlikely the RBA would loosen financial conditions with the labor market operating ahead of full employment 
and with households sitting on substantial savings buffers. Regardless of the terminal rate, Citi analysts expect the 
RBA to maintain its peak terminal rate over the course of this year and not to move until inflation is much 
closer to the top of target band.

Germany – consumer confidence recovery continues
• EUR: The German GfK Consumption Climate indicator for March comes in stronger than consensus at -29.5 

(Consensus -30.0, Citi -31.0, Prior -30.6). Despite a fall in economic expectations – potentially reflecting the financial 
turmoil – and against the euro area March trend, Germany’s GfK consumption climate is up significantly in 
March. Improving income expectations are the main (and only) positive development, potentially reflecting strong 
wage deals and minimum wage increases. Meanwhile, purchasing intentions are virtually unchanged at low levels 
while savings intentions jump and price expectations rebound.

Citi analysts change of view - no April rate hike from the RBA after weaker YoY CPI
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UK - signs of stabilization in mortgage market, but housing market set to fall amid 
tighter lending standards
• GBP: UK mortgage approvals rise from 39.6k in January to 43.5k in February, beating the 41.3k consensus 

estimate. This is the first increase since August 2022, showing signs of a potential stabilization in the UK 
housing market in coming months/quarters. After the Bank of England (BoE) increased Bank Rate on 11 
occasions (from 0.1% in Dec-21 to 4.25% in Mar-23), the UK housing and mortgage markets have been hit hard. But 
improving macro data such as rising consumer confidence and a still strong labor market are providing some support 
to the UK housing market. That said, lending conditions are tightening in the UK, even if the net consumer credit 
data shows an above-consensus gain of £1.4bn in February after a £1.6bn in January, which does not yet reflect 
these meaningful changes. After the upside surprise in headline inflation in March, and growing signs that a 
recession could be avoided, the BoE’s Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) might be considering some further 
tightening in the monetary policy stance. If UK headline and core inflation remain elevated in April and May, Citi 
analysts expect the MPC to raise rates for the last time in this cycle resulting in a terminal Bank Rate of 
4.5%. 

Data/ events for the remainder of this week 
• USD: US February PCE Deflator MoM – Citi: 0.3%, median: 0.3%, prior: 0.6%; PCE Deflator YoY – Citi: 5.0%, 

median: 5.1%, prior: 5.4%; Core PCE MoM – Citi: 0.3%, median: 0.4%, prior: 0.6%; Core PCE YoY – Citi: 4.6%, 
median: 4.7%, prior: 4.7% - core PCE inflation should rise 0.31%MoM in February based on details of CPI and 
PPI, a softer increase than in January but with core PCE Y/Y moderating only slightly to 4.6% and with risks of a print 
that remains at 4.7%. Citi analysts continue to pencil in modestly stronger core PCE prints than CPI for much 
of this year due to the strength in key non-shelter services prices. 

• EUR: Eurozone CPI for March - Citi analysts see headline HICP falling to 6.8% on energy base effects but core 
CPI still accelerating to 5.7%. 

• GBP: BoE Governor Bailey speaks - after last week's overshoot in UK CPI, Governor Bailey may remind markets 
of the importance of incoming data. The trick will be to balance it with broader financial and bank sector 
concerns. Governor Bailey will also testify on global banking developments this week. 

• GBP: UK Quarterly GDP, Q4 - Citi analysts see material risk that the ONS revises down the data for Q4, 
suggesting the UK was in recession in H2 2022. A mild winter recession may have happened as a result of a 
deceleration in Q4 public consumption. The consequence of it implies a -0.1%QoQ GDP contraction in Q4.

• CNY: China Manufacturing PMI March: Citi Forecast 51.0, Prior 52.6 - Citi analysts expect the manufacturing 
PMI to stay in the expansionary territory in March. With the NPC now behind and the new government working 
towards a strong start, the policy push to stabilize the economy could be coming through steadily. For high frequency 
data, heavy sectors could be resilient in March - indicative of continuous policy support from infrastructure and capex. 

https://www.citivelocity.com/cv2/?focus=search
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Disclaimer

Market Specific Disclosures

“Citi analysts” refer to investment professionals within Citi Research (“CR”), Citi Global Markets Inc. (“CGMI”), Citi Private Bank (“CPB”) and voting
members of the Citi Global Investment Committee. Citibank N.A. and its affiliates / subsidiaries provide no independent research or analysis in
the substance or preparation of this document.

The information in this document has been obtained from reports issued by CGMI and CPB. Such information is based on sources CGMI and CPB
believe to be reliable. CGMI and CPB, however, do not guarantee its accuracy and it may be incomplete or condensed. All opinions and estimates
constitute CGMI and CPB's judgment as of the date of the report and are subject to change without notice. This document is for general
information purposes only and is not intended as a recommendation or an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security or
currency. No part of this document may be reproduced in any manner without the written consent of Citibank N.A. Information in this document
has been prepared without taking account of the objectives, financial situation, or needs of any particular investor. Any person considering an
investment should consider the appropriateness of the investment having regard to their objectives, financial situation, or needs, and should
seek independent advice on the suitability or otherwise of a particular investment. Investments are not deposits, are not obligations of, or
guaranteed or insured by Citibank N.A., Citigroup Inc., or any of their affiliates or subsidiaries, or by any local government or insurance agency,
and are subject to investment risk, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. Investors investing in funds denominated in non-
local currency should be aware of the risk of exchange rate fluctuations that may cause a loss of principal. Past performance is not indicative of
future performance, prices can go up or down. Investment products are not available to US persons. Investors should be aware that it is his/her
responsibility to seek legal and/or tax advice regarding the legal and tax consequences of his/her investment transactions. If an investor changes
residence, citizenship, nationality, or place of work, it is his/her responsibility to understand how his/her investment transactions are affected by
such change and comply with all applicable laws and regulations as and when such becomes applicable. Citibank does not provide legal and/or
tax advice and is not responsible for advising an investor on the laws pertaining to his/her transaction.

Citi Research (CR) is a division of Citigroup Global Markets Inc. (the "Firm"), which does and seeks to do business with companies covered in its
research reports. As a result, investors should be aware that the Firm may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this
report. Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision. For more information, please refer to
https://www.citivelocity.com/cvr/eppublic/citi_research_disclosures.

Australia
This document is distributed in Australia by Citigroup Pty Limited ABN 88 004 325 080, AFSL No. 238098, Australian credit licence 238098. Any
advice is general advice only. It was prepared without taking into account your objectives, financial situation, or needs. Before acting on this
advice you should consider if it's appropriate for your particular circumstances. You should also obtain and consider the relevant Product
Disclosure Statement and terms and conditions before you make a decision about any financial product, and consider if it’s suitable for your
objectives, financial situation, or needs. Investors are advised to obtain independent legal, financial, and taxation advice prior to investing. Past
performance is not an indicator of future performance. Investment products are not available to US people and may not be available in all
jurisdictions.

Bahrain
This document is distributed in Bahrain by Citibank, N.A., Bahrain. Citibank, N.A., Bahrain, may in its sole and absolute discretion provide various
materials relating to the securities for information purposes only. Citibank, N.A., Bahrain is licensed by the Central Bank of Bahrain as a
Conventional Retail and Wholesale Bank and is bound by the CBB’s regulations and licensing conditions with regards to products and services
provided by Citibank, N.A. Bahrain. These terms are governed by and shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the Kingdom of Bahrain.
The Customer irrevocably agrees that the civil courts in the Bahrain shall have non-exclusive jurisdiction to hear and determine any suit, action or
proceeding and to settle any disputes which may arise out of or in connection with these Terms and Conditions and for such purposes the
Customer irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction of such courts. Investment products are not insured by government or governmental agencies.
Investment and Treasury products are subject to Investment risk, including possible loss of principal amount invested. Past performance is not
indicative of future results: prices can go up or down. Investors investing in investments and/or treasury products denominated in foreign (non-
local) currency should be aware of the risk of exchange rate fluctuations that may cause loss of principal when foreign currency is converted to
the investors’ home currency. Investment and Treasury products are not available to U.S. persons. All applications for investments and treasury
products are subject to Terms and Conditions of the individual investment and Treasury products. Customer understands that it is his/her
responsibility to seek legal and/or tax advice regarding the legal and tax consequences of his/her investment transactions. If customer changes
residence, citizenship, nationality, or place of work, it is his/her responsibility to understand how his/her investment transactions are affected by
such change and comply with all applicable laws and regulations as and when such becomes applicable. Customer understands that Citibank does
not provide legal and/or tax advice and are not responsible for advising him/her on the laws pertaining to his/her transaction. Citibank Bahrain
does not provide continuous monitoring of existing customer holdings.

People's Republic of China
This document is distributed by Citibank (China) Co., Ltd in the People's Republic of China (excluding the Special Administrative Regions of Hong
Kong and Macau, and Taiwan).

Hong Kong
This document is distributed in Hong Kong by Citibank (Hong Kong) Limited ("CHKL") and Citibank N.A.. Citibank N.A. and its affiliates /
subsidiaries provide no independent research or analysis in the substance or preparation of this document. Investment products are not available
to US persons and not all products and services are provided by all affiliates or are available at all locations. Prices and availability of financial
instruments can be subject to change without notice. Certain high-volatility investments can be subject to sudden and large falls in value that
could equal the amount invested.

India
This document is distributed in India by Citibank N.A. Investment are subject to market risk including that of loss of principal amounts invested.
Products so distributed are not obligations of, or guaranteed by, Citibank and are not bank deposits. Past performance does not guarantee future
performance. Investment products cannot be offered to US and Canada Persons. Investors are advised to read and understand the Offer
Documents carefully before investing.
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Market Specific Disclosures
Indonesia
This report is made available in Indonesia through Citibank N.A., Indonesia Branch. Citibank N. A., is a bank that is licensed, registered and
supervised by the Indonesia Financial Services Authority (OJK).

Korea
This document is distributed in South Korea by Citibank Korea Inc. Investors should be aware that investment products are not guaranteed by the 
Korea Deposit Insurance Corporation and are subject to investment risk including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. Investment 
products are not available to US persons.

Malaysia
Investment products are not deposits and are not obligations of, not guaranteed by, and not insured by, Citibank Berhad, Citibank N.A., Citigroup
Inc. or any of their affiliates or subsidiaries, or by any government or insurance agency. Investment products are subject to investment risks,
including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. These are provided for general information only and are not intended as a
recommendation or an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security or currency or other investment products. Citibank Berhad
does not represent the information herein as accurate, true or complete, makes no warranty express or implied regarding it and no liability
whatsoever will be accepted by Citibank Berhad, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, for the accuracy or completeness of such information
including any error of fact or omission herein which may lead to any direct or consequential loss, damages, costs or expenses arising from any
reliance upon or use of the information in the material.

Philippines
This document is made available in Philippines by Citicorp Financial Services and Insurance Brokerage Phils. Inc, and Citibank N.A. Philippine
Branch. Investors should be aware that Investment products are not insured by the Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation or Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation or any other government entity.

Singapore
This report is distributed in Singapore by Citibank Singapore Limited (“CSL”). Investment products are not insured under the provisions of the
Deposit Insurance and Policy Owners’ Protection Schemes Act of Singapore and are not eligible for deposit insurance coverage under the Deposit
Insurance Scheme.

Thailand
This document contains general information and insights distributed in Thailand by Citigroup and is made available in English language only. Citi
does not dictate or solicit investment in any specific securities and similar products. Investment contains certain risk, please study prospectus
before investing. Not an obligation of, or guaranteed by, Citibank. Not bank deposits. Subject to investment risks, including possible loss of the
principal amount invested. Subject to price fluctuation. Past performance does not guarantee future performance. Not offered to US persons.

UAE
This document is distributed in UAE by Citibank, N.A. UAE. This is not an official statement of Citigroup Inc. and may not reflect all of your
investments with or made through Citibank. For an accurate record of your accounts and transactions, please consult your official statement.
Before making any investment, each investor must obtain the investment offering materials, which include a description of the risks, fees and
expenses and the performance history, if any, which may be considered in connection with making an investment decision. Each investor should
carefully consider the risks associated with the investment and make a determination based upon the investor’s own particular circumstances,
that the investment is consistent with the investor’s investment objectives. At any time, Citigroup companies may compensate affiliates and their
representatives for providing products and services to clients.

United Kingdom
This document is distributed in the U.K. by Citibank UK Limited and in Jersey by Citibank N.A., Jersey Branch.

Citibank UK Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential
Regulation Authority. Our firm’s Financial Services Register number is 805574. Citibank UK Limited is a company limited by shares registered in
England and Wales with registered address at Citigroup Centre, Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5LB, Companies House Registration
No. 11283101.

Citibank N.A., Jersey Branch is regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission. Citi International Personal Bank is registered in Jersey as a
business name of Citibank N.A. The address of Citibank N.A., Jersey Branch is P.O. Box 104, 38 Esplanade, St Helier, Jersey JE4 8QB. Citibank N.A.
is incorporated with limited liability in the USA. Head office: 399 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10043, USA.

© All rights reserved Citibank UK Limited and Citibank N.A. (2021).

Vietnam
This document is distributed in Vietnam by Citibank, N.A., - Ho Chi Minh City Branch and Citibank, N.A. - Hanoi Branch, licensed foreign bank’s
branches regulated by the State Bank of Vietnam. Investment contains certain risk, please study product’s prospectus, relevant disclosures and
disclaimers and the terms and conditions for details before investing. Investment products are not offered to US persons.
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